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In the process of Chinese civil judicial reform, the burden system of civil 
litigation expenses which the article probe into hasn’t been valued for quite a long 
time by jurisprudential circles. The author thinks that the burden system of 
litigation expenses is composed of Subject, substance and criterion of liability. 
According to the method, the article combs the current rules of Chinese litigation 
expenses, introduces western countries’ relative rules in two genealogies of law 
and analyses the defects of burden system of litigation expenses of our country, 
points out that the reform of burden system of litigation expenses of our country 
should regard advanced ideas as guidelines, consider national conditions, and 
reconstructs concrete burden system of litigation expenses in China. 
The article is divided into five chapters besides preface and conclusion.  
The First chapter combs relevant rules of burden system of litigation expenses 
of our country. In China subject of burden is mainly litigants, substance of burden 
is trial expenses, criterion of liability of burden is mainly the principle that the 
party losing a lawsuit bear expenses as well as the principle of determining with 
court, consulting between litigants, bearing by oneself. There are no rules for 
referee to decide burden of litigation expenses between litigants and the rules 
forbids litigants to challenge the court’s decision. 
The Second chapter introduces continent law system and Anglo-American 
law system from comparative law. In western countries, the subject of litigation 
expenses includes the country, society and party. It is applicable to all the countries 
in the world for the principle of burden of litigation expenses by losing party, but 
exception or restriction to the principle is becoming general too. Content of burden 
especially burden of lawyer expenses is heavily different from each other in 
various countries. In order to ensure the realization of the citizen's civil Access to 
Justice, the shift of burden of litigation expenses is an inevitable choice. This 














should afford certain expenses in litigation for its’ own mistake too. Various 
countries generally require that there must be certain facts for decision of litigation 
expenses, but it is different in the procedural relief for court’s decision.  
The third chapter analyses the defect of the burden system of litigation 
expenses in China. These defects are such as the malposition of guiding ideology, 
the imperfection of the construction of concrete system, non-reflection to the 
policy of shift of burden of litigation expenses. 
The fourth chapter demonstrates the ideology of reform and elements that will 
affect the reform on burden of litigation expenses in China. The reform should 
regard guarantee for civil access to justice as primary goal. The prerequisite of the 
reform is that we should reconsider the objective and utilities of civil proceedings. 
In order to push the reform on and distribute litigation costs rationally among party, 
society, country, we must deliberately consider Chinese concrete national 
conditions such as the transition of civil litigation pattern of Chinese civil 
proceedings, the control of abuse of procedural rights.  
The fifth chapter expounds the perfection of burden system of litigation 
expenses in China. The author suggests as follows: i. perfecting the exception or 
restriction on burden of litigation expenses by losing party; ii.perfecting the 
adjudication of burden of litigation expenses and its relief; iii. appropriately extend 
the range of legal litigation expenses; iv. establishing the tort action for damages in 
civil proceedings; v. reducing by half in litigation expenses to the parties winding 
up a case in compromise or mediation; vi. perfecting judicial aid system; vii. 
establishing the legal expenses insurance system in China; viii. that the court 
should afford the expenses in litigation for its own mistakes. 
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